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ABSTRACT
In traditional vision-based Augmented Reality tracking systems, artificially-designed fiducials (or landmarks) have been used
as camera tracking primitives. The 3D positions of these fiducials should be pre-calibrated, which imposes limitations in
ranges of tracking view. Fortunately, the advance of computer vision technologies combined with new point position
estimation technology enable natural features to be detected, tracked, and calibrated to be used as camera tracking primitives.
This paper describes how these technologies are used to track in an unprepared environment for Augmented Reality.
Keywords: Augmented Reality, Natural Feature tracking, Fiducial, Kalman Filter, Position Estimation, Tele-manipulation,
Tele-training

1. INTRODUCTION
Augmented Reality (AR) is an interface technology in which a user's perception of the real world is enhanced or augmented
by the addition of computer-generated objects or information (figure 1-a). The enhancement could take the form of label
annotations, virtual object overlays, or shading modifications. AR promises to be a powerful technology in helping people
and computers to cooperatively work in the real world in a wide range of applications including manufacturing, medicine,
entertainment, and education. For example, in tele-manipulation or tele-training systems, an on-site worker/trainee may have
questions answered by a remote expert through text, images, and dynamic manipulations of 3D virtual objects superimposed
on shared images of the site environment. Figure 1-b is an example of a shared real environment where an on-site worker
imposes a question of where to connect the cable.

a. Example of AR annotation supporting a maintenance task

b. Example of Tele-manipulation: On-site personnel asks
where to connect the cable.
Fig. 1 Examples of AR annotation and Tele-manipulation
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Maintaining accurate spatial relationships between real and virtual objects requires tracking, and many systems have been
developed to track the six-degree of freedom (6DOF) pose of an object (or a person) relative to a fixed coordinate-frame in
the environment [FOXL96, GHAZ95, KIM97, MEYE92, STAT96, WARD92, WELC97, FOXL98]. These tracking systems
involve a variety of sensing technologies, each with unique strengths and weaknesses, to determine a world coordinate pose,
as required for virtual and augmented reality applications. However, a large class of AR applications require annotation on
objects whose positions in a room or the world may vary freely without impact on the AR media linked to them. For
example, AR applications in manufacturing, maintenance, and training [KLIN97, CAUD92, FEIN93] require virtual
annotations that provide task guidance and specific component indications on subassemblies or portions of structure that may
move within a room, building, or complex. A more appropriate tracking approach for these mobile applications is one that is
based on viewing the object itself [NEUM96, UENO95, MELL95].
Many of these vision-based AR systems depend on artificial fiducials (also called landmarks) or a prior-known model data to
perform the dynamic alignment between a real and a virtual camera. These approaches are appropriate in environments
where known a priori features are continually in view. However, it becomes difficult to satisfy these constraints in cases of
large-scale working areas, partial occlusion, or scenes where little or no data is available. In such cases, tracking depends on
the utilization of naturally occurring scene features. This paper broaches the issues of using natural feature tracking and 3D
pose estimation for extended-area AR applications. Our goal is to enable AR tracking for unprepared large-area working
environments.
Our approach is to start with a set of temporarily placed fiducials, whose 3D positions have been calibrated off-line, as an
initial calibration reference (figure 1). The reference is used to compute initial camera poses. As the camera moves, the
system continuously tracks the fiducials as well as any natural features detected in the images. The camera pose, computed
from the reference fiducials, is used to calibrate the natural scene features as they are tracked over an extended set of frames.
Once calibrated, the natural scene features are used to compute pose in the absence of reference fiducials. The novel aspects
of our techniques are, first we use a lazy-evaluation of structure from motion to calibrate tracked natural features, and
secondly we use the calibrated natural features as tracking primitives to estimate camera pose. Consequently, our system
tracks more robustly in large spaces and under conditions where some or all reference fiducials become occluded.
The detection and tracking of natural features is performed by a novel adaptive motion estimation approach [NEUM98a].
We select the most reliable features based on a tracking confidence metric, and track features in a multi-stage process that
includes feedback of feature tracking confidence. This approach produces reliable image motion estimation for a modest
computation. The 3D feature positions are estimated with Kalman filters [NEUM98c].
In combination, these techniques produce a robust AR tracking system that is capable of extending its operating area into
unknown and unprepared scene regions. The natural feature tracking is still an order of magnitude too slow (~1Hz) for realtime applications. For this paper, real-time video sequences are recorded and processed automatically (no user intervention)
and then reassembled into a video sequence. We are currently investigating dedicated hardware and DSP processor
implementations of the algorithms.

2. SYSTEM OVERVIEW
Figure 2 depicts our system architecture. Let f be an image frame, N fd be a set of image frames where 3 or more fiducials are
detected, and N nd be the other set of image frames where fewer than 3 fiducials are detected. For the image frames where
three or more pre-calibrated fiducials are detected ( f ∈ N fd ), the camera pose is calculated based on these fiducials and the
3D positions of detected natural features are estimated using recursive filters. For the image frames where fewer than three
or none of the fiducials are detected ( f ∈ Nnd ), our system utilizes the estimated 3D positions of the natural features for
camera pose calculation. Sections 3 and 4 describe fiducial-based tracking and natural feature-based tracking in more detail.
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Fig. 2 System Components for AR system

3. FIDUCIAL-BASED TRACKING
Fiducial-based tracking (the part of the system on the dark rectangle in figure 2) is not a new concept. Given that it is
required as an initial step for natural feature-based tracking, we provide a summary and discuss the issues regarding fiducial
detection and pose calculation.
Fiducials have the advantage that they can be designed to maximize the ability of an AR system to detect and distinguish
between them, they can be inexpensive, and they can be placed arbitrarily on objects. Our fiducial design is a colored circle
or triangle [NEUM96][CHO97], but other designs such as concentric circles or coded squares are equally valid [STAT96,
KLIN97, MELL95]. We use the three primary and three secondary colors along with the triangle and circle shapes to
provide twelve unique fiducial types. Fiducials are detected by segmenting the image into regions of similar intensity and
color, and by testing the regions for the color and geometric properties of fiducials. Detection strategies are often dependent
on the characteristics of the fiducials [REKI97, TREM97, UENO95]. Currently we are working on more robust and
intensity-tolerant fiducial detection system using fuzzy and rule-based algorithm.
To compute the camera pose, the 2D fiducials must correspond to elements in a database of known 3D fiducial positions and
types. Computing correspondences is hard in the general case [MELL95, UENO95], and trivial if the fiducial types are
unique for each element in the database. For this work of fiducial-based tracking, we consider only unique feature types that
are trivial to correspond since our focus is on the extendible tracking portion of the architecture.

In computing camera pose, three or more corresponded fiducials are required [FISC81]. The approach we use has known
instabilities in certain poses, and in general provides multiple solutions (two or four) from a fourth-degree polynomial.
Methods have been proposed to select the most likely solution [SHAR97]. We weight several tests to rank the possible pose
solutions in terms of their apparent correctness [NEUM98b].
To reject still spurious solutions, the system involves the use of the assumptions of smooth camera transitions. Let Pi be the
most recent pose that was assumed (or proven) to be correct and P j be a new pose, i < j < i + n where n is a number to restrict
j to a vicinity of i.
if (distance ( Pi , P j ) <threshold)
P j is accepted

If there is no P j satisfying the condition with i < j < i + n , the system resets Pi to P j , rejecting the assumption that P j was a
correct pose.

4. NATURAL FEATURE BASED TRACKING
Our novel approach of natural feature-based tracking (the part of the system on the bright rectangle in figure 2) is to combine
natural feature tracking and new point position estimation. Calibrated natural features become tracking primitives for camera
pose calculation.
Natural features are first detected from the initial image and ranked by a confidence metric. Then a user-specified number of
features are selected and tracked in the following images, providing the image coordinates of the natural features for each
image frame. These image coordinates of natural features, combined with camera pose calculated by fiducial-based tracking,
are used to calibrate the natural features by new point position estimation process. The correspondence of natural features
between images is solved by feature tracking algorithm as explained in section 4.1. The estimated 3D positions and their
corresponding image coordinates of the natural features can be used to calculate camera pose in case part or all of the
fiducials are occluded or undetectable.
Our contribution is the unique combination of components and the architecture of our system. Natural feature tracking
process combined with new point position estimation process enables us to track the camera pose in an uncalibrated
environment. Starting from a small set of calibrated fiducials, the camera tracking range can be extended dynamically and
automatically. The user can also interact with the new environment, adding or modifying the virtual objects and real objects,
since our tracking system is dynamically extendible to regions without calibrated features.
One of the issues related with natural feature-based tracking is the strategy of selecting natural features to be used for
computing camera pose. Currently, we have the strategy of dynamically choosing four features closest to the each corner of
the image. This results in evenly distributed feature sets. We also may consider the uncertainties of 3D position estimation
and 2D variances of the features. Lastly, the information on the normal of the plane where 3 features lie may help avoiding
numerical instability that occurs in certain poses.

4.1 NATURAL FEATURE TRACKING
To perform detection and tracking of naturally occurring features, we developed a novel motion tracking approach
[NEUM98a]. The system integrates three main motion analysis functions, e.g., feature selection, motion tracking, and
estimate verification, in a closed-loop cooperative manner to deal with the complex natural imaging conditions. First, in the
feature selection module, two kinds of tracking features (points and regions) are selected and evaluated for their suitability
for reliable tracking and motion estimation. The selection and evaluation processes are based on a tracking evaluation
function that measures the suitability of features ( λ ) and the confidence of tracking ( δ ) fed back from tracking module

C = k 1 λ + k 2δ
where k i is the weighted coefficient for each component. Once selected, the features are ranked according to their
evaluation values and then fed into the tracking module.
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The tracking method we employed is a differential based local optical flow estimate
technique which utilizes normal motion information in local neighborhood to
perform a least squares minimization to find the best fit to motion vectors. Unlike
traditional implementations, we developed a multi-stage robust estimation strategy
(more fully described in [NEUM98a]). The basic components (Fig. 3) of the multistage strategy are three steps: image warping, motion residual estimation, and motion
refinement. For every region, an estimated motion is computed and fit to a model. A
verification and evaluation are imposed to measure the confidence of the estimation
and the model fit. If the estimation error is large, the motion estimate will be refined
until the estimation error converges or the region is discarded as unreliable for
tracking. In order to handle local geometric distortions due to large view variations
and long sequence tracking, two motion models, a translation model and an affine
model, are used for tracking point and region features, respectively. These models
are the basis of the motion verification and evaluation processing. In regions, for
example the optical-flow motion estimate is computed and fit to an affine model that
is used to warp the region into an confidence evaluation frame (xc, yc)T.
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Fig. 3 – Feedback from tracking
evaluation controls the interative
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where Rt ( x, t ) and Rc ( x, t ) are the true target frame and reconstructed confidence
evaluation frame, respectively. Motion error feedback is an essential component of
an architecture for robust tracking. The error information is fed back to the tracking
module for motion correction and to the feature detection module for continuous
feature re-evaluation. This re-evaluation of features keeps the tracking system
working in an “optimum” state by selecting and maintaining the most reliable features. Although two different verification
strategies are used for the two types of tracked features (points and regions) and their motion models (translation and affine),
they both generate an evaluation frame that measures the estimation residual. The feedback tracking confidence is defined as

δ =

1
1+ε

(4)

The closed-loop stabilization of the tracking system is inspired by the use of feedback for correcting errors in a non-linear
control system. The process acts as “selection-hypothesis-verification-correction” strategy that make it possible to
discriminate between good and poor estimation features, and maximizes the quality of the final motion estimation.

4.2 NEW POINT POSITION ESTIMATION
This is a summary of the explanation given in [NEUM98b, NEUM98c]. Two different recursive filters have been designed
and tested to estimate 3D positions of new points based on the camera pose and measurements of image coordinates of
features [NEUM98b].
EKF (Extended Kalman Filter) has the 3D position of a new point as its state. Since there is no dynamics involved with the
state and the dimension of the state is three, the computation is quite low compared with other AR system modules such as
fiducial detection and natural feature tracking.
The EKF process is composed of two groups of equations: predictor (time update) and corrector (measurement update). The
predictor updates the previous ((k-1)th) state and its uncertainty to the predicted values at the current (kth) time step. Since the
3D fiducial position does not change with time, the predicted position at the current time step is the same as the position of
the previous time step.

xˆk− = xˆk −1
(5)
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Pk = ( I − K k H k ) Pk−
More details about EKF can be found in references such as [MAYB79, MEND95].
RAC (Recursive Average of Covariances) filter was designed to work in the 3D space with the lines as measurements. RAC
filter has been refined recently to be more robust, accurate, and fast-converging.
The intersection1 of two lines connecting the camera positions and the feature locations in the image create the initial estimate
of the 3D position of the fiducial. The intersection threshold is a design parameter and depends on the fiducial design or the
natural scene and objects. These initial estimates often have quite good accuracy especially when the angles between the two
lines are big enough (e.g. > 5 degree).
Both filters appear stable in practice. The EKF is known to have good characteristics under certain conditions [BROI90],
however the RAC gives comparable results, and it is simpler, operating completely in 3D-world space with 3D lines as
measurements. The RAC approach eliminates the linearization processes required in the EKF with Jacobian matrices. For
results of synthetic data and real data experiments, refer to [NEUM98b][NEUM98c].

5. INTERACTIVE VIRTUAL OBJECT MANIPULATION
Virtual objects or annotations often greatly enhance communication efficiency between on-site and off-site people sharing
images of the site environment. Thus, the capability to create virtual objects/annotations interactively and dynamically is
crucial for efficient communication. Users can specify points to be annotated by simply clicking a mouse on the
corresponding screen positions with inputs of annotation information. Where no knowledge about the environment is
available, the 3D positions of the user-specified points on screen need to be estimated on-line and in real-time.
There are two cases in estimating the 3D positions of the points. In the first case, there happens to be a natural feature that
has been tracked or is being tracked at the user-specified point. In this case, the 3D position of the natural feature, which is
already available, is the 3D position of the point. The 3D-2D correspondence between the 3D position of the natural feature
and the 2D screen coordinate of the user-specified point can be solved by a vicinity test. Let X f be the 3D position estimate
of a natural feature, Z f be the projection of X f given the current camera pose. Let Z u be the user specified point in the
image.
if (distance( Z f , Z u ) < threshold)
X f and Z u correspond

where threshold is calculated from the projected uncertainty of the 3D position estimate and pre-defined pixel unit threshold
(e.g., threshold for errors in mouse clicking).
In the other case where there is no natural feature corresponding to the user-specified point, a user needs to specify the point
in more than one frame. A user can inform the point id to the system when he/she specifies a point to solve the 2D-2D
1

Since two lines in 3D space may not actually intersect, the point midway between the points of closest approach is used as
the intersection.

correspondence problem. The system can perform a vicinity test between the lines connecting the camera positions and the
specified points, and may reject if the distance is larger than a threshold. The 3D position estimate is the intersection1 of the
two lines and can be refined using a recursive filter. The threshold value depends on the pre-defined pixel-unit threshold and
the depth of the camera. For example, with 10 pixel-unit threshold and 50 inch of depth, and given that pixel-unit focal
length is 1138, threshold =

10 ∗ 50
≈ 0.44 in inch scale.
138

6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The goal of our experiment was to show how the system utilizes a temporarily placed fiducial set as initial calibration
reference in order to, for example, put manipulation instructions to an on-site worker (figure 1) from off-site. As the camera
moved, the system continuously tracked the fiducials as well as natural features detected in the images. The camera pose,
computed from the reference fiducials, was used to calibrate the natural scene features as they were tracked. Calibrated
natural features were used to compute camera pose in the absence of fiducials. As the camera pose was computed either by
fiducials or by natural features, the system overlaid virtual objects/annotations placed by an off-site expert to answer the
question. The image stream generated by a camera was directly digitized using a video editing system. The sampling rate
was 15Hz resulting in about 250 frames from a 17 second video sequence.
Figure 4 shows the result of natural feature tracking. Twenty features were detected in the first frame, twelve out of which
were selected for tracking, rejecting others for being too close to fiducials or the already selected features. Even in 250th
frame, all the features were accurately tracked except for those out of screen.
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Feature Detection : 4 frame

Feature Tracking : 250 frame

Fig. 4 Results of Feature Detection and Tracking

Figure 5 shows the result of new point position estimation. Each chart indicates the convergence of X, Y, and Z coordinates
of 3D positions of the natural features. They converge fast (at about 90th frame, i.e., in 6 seconds) and are stable after the
convergence. It is noticeable that the initial estimates of Z coordinate is less accurate than X and Y coordinates, which is
intuitive.
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Fig. 5 Convergence of 3D positions of Natural Features

Figure 6 shows the result of camera tracking and virtual object/annotation overlay. The bigger dark circles indicate the
projections of the calibrated (in case of fiducials) or estimated (in case of natural features) 3D positions. The smaller bright
circles indicate the measurements resulted from natural feature tracking. The bright crosses indicate fiducials or natural
features that were used for tracking. In case, fewer than three fiducials are detected, 4 features (either tracked natural features
or detected fiducials) close to each corner of the image were selected to compute camera pose.
Figure 6-a shows the early stage of tracking and natural feature 3D position estimation. There are noticeable difference
(about 5-7 pixels) between the projection of the estimated 3D position and screen coordinates resulted from natural feature
tracking. As the frame number increases, the estimates of 3D positions and the screen coordinates resulted from natural
feature tracking become closer (about 1-2 pixels) as can be seen in figure 6-b.
Figures 6-c and 6-d show how the tracking primitives for camera pose calculation were switched from fiducials to natural
features. There are also frames where the mixture of fiducials and natural features were used for pose calculation.

a. 35th frame

b. 250th frame

c. 96th frame

d. 97th frame

Fig. 6 Result of Virtual Object/Annotation Overlay
The user created the script of virtual objects/annotations
described in table 1 in advance. Mouse clicking by the user,
at a certain frames specified the screen coordinates of the
Line: to point 2
points. Table 2 shows the user’s specification of the screen
Line: to point 1
coordinates of the point with the frame numbers and point id’s.
Table 1 Virtual objects/annotations with point id’s
The 3D positions of the points were estimated by the methods
described in section 5. The point 0 happened to correspond
with a natural feature, hence the 3D position of the point were obtained from the 3D position of the natural feature. Point 1
and 2 did not correspond with natural features and required user’s specification in two frames.
Point id
0
1
2

Virtual Annotation
Text: “2: Set gain to 5”
Text: “1: Connect cable”

Frame number
Point id
Screen coord.

Virtual Object

122
1
286, 237

128
2
220, 330

171
2
225, 350

184
1
307, 254

213
0
284, 267

Table 2 User’s specification of the screen coordinates of the points to create virtual objects/annotations.

The 3D positions of the points combined with the specification of the virtual objects/annotations in table 1 were used to
create virtual objects/annotations. As soon as the 3D positions of the points were available, the virtual objects/annotations
were displayed. Figure 7 shows the addition of the virtual objects/annotations right after the frames where the 3D positions
of the features were determined.

172nd frame (addition of point 2)
screen coordinate is about (225, 350)

185th frame (addition of point 1)
screen coordinate is about (307, 254)

214th frame (addition of point 0)
screen coordinate is about (284, 267)

Fig. 7 Addition of the virtual objects/annotations after the user’s specification of the screen coordinates of the points
The experiment of the current work was done in off-line but automatically. Most of the computation time goes to the natural
feature tracking, which is still an order of magnitude too slow (~1Hz) for real-time applications. Dedicated hardware and
DSP processor implementations of the algorithms will hopefully allow on-line and real-time applications. We plan to set up
a strategy reflecting the uncertainties of 3D position and 2D variances of the features to choose features with more accurate
3D positions and 2D image coordinates. We also hope to build a more robust pose calculation algorithm, which adapts
multiple features and is more tolerant to numerical instability.
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